
Mobile Applications and Web Design: HTML and JavaScript
Project 02: JavaScript and the DOM design model
Marist School

Description:

In the previous project we built some elemental web pages and script and practiced publishing them to 
the web server.  In this project we will engage in the computer science concepts of variables, functions, 
arrays, and  conditionals in JavaScript.  You will be implementing an example from the book where the 
web page will produce a meaningful “Vision Buzzword Statement.”  Then you will write some 
JavaScript code to generate Haiku poetry.  The goal of this project is to apply computer science 
concepts to the programming system of JavaScript.  Of course – feel free make your pages pretty!

Reading:

Head First HTML5 Programming: Chapter 2: Introducing JavaScript and the Document Object Model 
(DOM).

This is long chapter with many examples.  Take the time to try the examples and note how variables, 
control structures, and functions are created with JavaScript.

Process:

1.  Start the Chrome Dev Editor and use the “Create Project” icon (Red circle with white plus sign) to 
create a new projected called “Project02”.

2.  Create an HTML file called phraseomatic.html.

3.  Implement the code on Page 70 of the textbook and test to make sure it works.

4.  Add at least 4 more words to the words1, words2, and words3 arrays to increase the vocabulary of 
your Phrase-O-Matic.

5.  Create a new HTML file called haiku.html and a new JavaScript file called haikuMaker.js.

6.  Note the rules for a Haiku:

Haiku:

A Japanese poem of seventeen syllables, in three lines 
of five, seven, and five syllables, traditionally evoking 
images of the natural world.



7.  Using the phraseomatic.html as a model, implement a Haiku generating webpage that uses three 
arrays of five, seven, and five syllable phrases to randomly generate Haiku's.  A starter code idea is 
shown below:

haiku.html

haikuMaker.js



8.  Your Haiku generator should have at least 4 phrases in each of phrases1, phrases2, and phrases3. 
Consult poetic friends for help!   Remember, you can use the phraseomatic.html as a guide.  Note that 
we wrote the JavaScript in a separate file.  This is the convention used when building websites – 
separate the code from the HTML.  The book will start doing this in later chapters.

9.  Use the file manager to create a Project02 folder on your web server.  Then, upload the 
phraseomatic.html, haiku.html, and haikuMaker.js to your web server.  Make sure these work on your 
phone and computer.

10.  Create an index.html page on the web server Project03 with links to the Phrase-O-Matic and Haiku
Maker.  Make it pretty!

11. Grading:

Complete the Phrase-O-Matic: 35 Points
Complete the Haiku-O-Matic: 35 Points
Index Page with Two Links: (Step 10) 10 Points
Adding formatting and Colors: 10 Points
Adding Random Picture and Button Call to Haiku-O-Matic: 10 Points


